
Fill in the gaps

Margot by Sala & The Strange Sounds

 Margot

 Rock & Roll  (1)________  a broken soul 

 And  (2)__________________  in her eyes

 Don't you know you're so out of control?

 Can't you see  (3)________  you'll lose your mind?

 Don't be coming home

 I  (4)________  you're all alone

 Who would've thought the dog would bite the bone?

 And then you see her at the show

 Just  (5)______________  in the crowd below

 I really  (6)____________  you to know, Margot

 You know I never had the time

 To make you wanna  (7)____________  your mind

 I should've given you a sign, Margot

  (8)________________  her  (9)________  to the Kokomo 

  (10)__________  the  (11)__________   (12)________ 

play's so good

 Cat and mouse up in manor  (13)__________  

 Where I  (14)______________   (15)________  you 

(16)________  you would

 Don't be coming home

 I know you're all alone

 Who would've thought the dog would  (17)________  the

bone?

 And then you see her at the show

 Just  (18)______________  in the crowd below

 I  (19)____________  wanted you to know, Margot

 You  (20)________  I never had the time

 To make you wanna change your mind

 I should've given you a sign, Margot

 Don't be  (21)____________  home

I know you're all alone

Who would've thought the dog would  (22)________  the

bone?

And then you see her at the show

Just dancing in the crowd below

I really wanted you to know, Margot

You know I never had the time

To make you wanna change  (23)________  mind

I should've  (24)__________  you a sign, Margot

And  (25)________  you see her at the show

Just dancing in the crowd below

I really  (26)____________  you to know, Margot

You know I  (27)__________  had the time

To make you wanna  (28)____________  your mind

I should've given you a sign, Margot
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. with

2. teardrops

3. that

4. know

5. dancing

6. wanted

7. change

8. Followed

9. down

10. Where

11. music

12. they

13. house

14. thought

15. that

16. said

17. bite

18. dancing

19. really

20. know

21. coming

22. bite

23. your

24. given

25. then

26. wanted

27. never

28. change
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